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without

yet, I

finpK,

If I were to tell a man ^vho had never seen ice and
was wondering what had happened to a lake in winter,
« The water is frozen," this would be an explanation.
This explanation contains two elements, viz.:
( I.)
A sozcnd, which certainly cannot contribute in

the least to the explication of the matter.

A

12,

(

]

disorderly impressions.

BY LUDWIG NOIRE.

(2.)

JOURNAL
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which in its accurate acceptance
more than the phenomenon itself, as
and as perceived by us.

concept,

its
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idea has never existed in

material counterpart, the word.

And

do not say that with every word as a sound there

must be an accompanying idea. Parrots imitate our
words, yet produce only sounds; to them they are
sounds and nothing else, just as the words of an unknown
tongue are mere sounds to us. The sound is dead,
the word is alive and the life of a word is in the idea.
The great problem is, how ideas are united with
sounds and thus made alive. This question has engaged

likewise implies no

the attention of philosophers of

present before us

acumen and imaginative talent have been exercised in
System upon system arose wherein fancy
its soluti m.
and imagination were given full scope, and I firmly
believe there is no topic upon which so great a variety

Why

is

this

simple statement then accepted as

Here

factory?

is

a difficult question, and

it

may

satis-

not be

answered without a consideration of the nature and oriLocke has dealt with the problem and
gin of reason.
deduced from it the uncertainty and mere seemingness
of most human knowledge.
The distinctive feature of my answer to the man is

tively felt that this

was

human

When
only the

real cold, all living creatures feel

human being can

"

say:

I

am

not affected by

it.

Why?

But

it.

A

man

it,

even

cold."

can say this on a hot summer's day, he can think

when

Because he possesses

general concepts.

And how has he come to possess them ? This is the
most perplexing of the questions that touch humanity,
for it touches the origin of reason and reason is man.
If I should say " Man thinks because he speaks he
:

:

has general concepts because he has words," I
that nine-tenths of

and say

:

" No.

great truths are

know

my readers would shake their heads
Man speaks because he thinks." All

known

first as

paradoxes, and a long

time elapses before people become accustomed to them,
before they leave the old

way

of thinking and accommo-

date themselves to the new.

men would

How

distrust their eyes,

long it was before
and believe that it was

the earth that revolved and not the sun

Words

living

are the fixed points

which define the

limits

activity.

Yet, to reach this point, the flights of fancy were
first to

be restrained. This was accomplished by compar-

ative philology.

it is

intui-

move the rock which buried the
would be successful, a fountain of everlasting and
truth would leap forth to clarify the province of

human thought and human

knowledge.

treatises

was

that, if their efforts to

these general-

ized concepts that constitute the substance of

It

the point to place the lever, and

definition.
it is

many

written as upon the origin of language.

secret

Concepts are generalizations and

ages, while great

of opinions has been expressed and so

the phenomenon is generalized by the concept
" frozen " or, more correctly, included under a general
that

all

There
which

is

Its cardinal

a methodical, a

and motive principle was:

scientific line

of investigation

and its elucidation. Critical thought and not dogmatic doctrine must guide us
here, and careful investigations of empirical facts are to
form the basis of all our conclusions. Whatever the ultimate result of our efforts may be, it is not permissible
to determine it beforehand and employ it hypothetically,
be its merits what they may. Modern science has maThe interterially modified the ideas of former times.
est which, from the time of Plato to the eighteenth
century, fettered philosophical thought to such topics as
these, has been displaced by new interests of a totally
How radical these changes have
different character.
been needs no better illustration than the fact that the
Societe de Linguistique in Paris, ranking among its
will lead to this secret

members the foremost philologists

of France, declares in

one of the first clauses of its constitution, " it will accept
no manner of contribution relating to the origin of
language or the construction of a universal tongue."*

of the concepts they have brought into existence. Without words there

would be only

fleeting,

shadowy and

Max MUlIer, in a lecture
May

28, iS6S.

delivered before the University of Cambridge,

:
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Thereafter imaginative works ceased to figure in

This was necessary and beneficent

this realm.

we

if

COURT.

to verify his claim to universal suffrage.

great step forward for

It

would be a

and they could

parrots,

all

at

once

what they had achieved. Yet philosophy, too,
was banished from the province of philological investigation a province in which philosophy is ordained to
and this was unwise.
act a vital part
For what else is philosophy than the discovering of

politely request that the nonsensical prattlers of their

comprehensive and general points of view in a// sciences ?
It is not the empirical material gathered together, it is

confusion

consider

—

—

the wonderful
nicus, Galileo,
in

power of thought that has raised CoperKepler and Newton to the rank of heroes

Natural Science.

With

that interdict the question of the origin of lan-

guage was banished from its natural and true sphere.
The question was occasionally touched upon by the
evolutionary thecJries of Helmholtz,

physiological and

Darwin, Broca and Kussmaul, and
cussed in the

empty phraseology

times was

at

dis-

of a degenerate pseudo-

human

kindred should not be honored with their name.
But levity aside. In order that the reader may
profit by this discussion, I propose to specify an infallible
criterion which will, in every case, enable him to avoid

highly inaccurate and bore the strange

my

estimation,

more worthy

of

a philological society that included the master-minds of
science, to

have said

:

No

"

philosophy has the right to

advance an opinion upon the origin of reason, the nature
of thought its highest problems without having first
recognized and taken cognizance of the results of comparative philology for language is the body of thought

—

—

;

and both came into being together." Instead of this, the
society divorced philosophy from philology, and said
" Look about thee for another source of information on
the origin of language; there

here and

we

subjects that

known

nothing

of

it

not trouble ourselves further about

shall
lie

is

beyond our

jurisdiction."

"At

owned, philosophy asked:

least tell

Thus

This book had manifold and important consequences, which cannot be enumerated here.
One of them which is perhaps best known is that
Berlin, after Hegel, derived from this

me

of the

human speech and wherein it differs from
of animals, with which it is so commonly compared.

that
I

must have some principle to guide

tive

peregrinations."

either;

that's

not

"

No

me

in

my

specula-

information on that point

Thou

within our province.

shalt

find what thou wantst in Brehm's Aiti7nal Life; he has
drawn up the complete vocabulary of a singularly clever
parrot.
That will show thee how far the linguistic
power of an animal goes." Thus the philologists said:

and no

less a

considerable

man

than Friedrich Miiller

"The

takes compassionate leave in these words:

ence between the language of
creation

is

man and

differ-

that of brute

Pure Reason"
may read to-day

in the aforesaid

Friedrich Hartknoch published

strange and

its

name

the

useful things, as,

book (Johann

Riga) all manner of
for example: That the

it

at

whole business of the human reason is with representations (not with mere sensations) and that these representations arranged, co-ordinated and moulded by concepts,
become objects which are the only true content of all
our rational thinking, and that our thought therefore

And

assumes an objective character throughout.

lows thence that
ical cognition,

if

we

we

deviate

it fol-

from the paths of empir-

shall lose ourselves in hallucinations,

extravagances and in the mazes of a cognitive activity
that has overstepped

its

true limits.

Representations and objects then which are given

by the

senses, but are

moulded and formed by reason

and stamped by concepts!
reader the promised secret.

human speech
which was
very

Now we may
It is this:

reveal to the

Every word

in

had, originally, reference to an object

signified

start, first

by a word, and words have,

at the

received meaning and intelligibility from

these representations.

"

Let us return to the example given at the start.
Should
is frozen" and " I am freezing."

The water

question be put to the

the

reader

how

the concept

and word " freezing" have arisen, the chances are a
thousand to one that he will launch into one of the current theories as to the origin of language and answer,

"From

quantitative and not qualitative."

book

" City of

dis-

nature of

Critique

title:

of Pure Reason.

We

would have been, in

the identity

One hundred years ago (iSSi) a plain and simple
man, Immanuel Kant, gave the world a commonplace
looking book. It w^as printed on gray paper, was

philosophy.
It

when oracular wisdom speaks of
human and animal speech.

or analogy of

a sensation, of course 1"

Freezing, shivering

This certainly simplifies the matter greatly, for it
thus becomes a question of mere calculation.
Brehm's

and chattering with the teeth was the original symptom.
You can hear it plainly in the word freeze, frost, frigus,

"singularly clever" parrot, that Mezzofanti of brute

froid!

neighborhood of 150 words
with intelligent discrimination; on the other hand the
total vocabulary of English miners in certain districts

tioned

creation, could use in the

counts but 300.

It is

now plain how many words

the

What

a chill

runs over one

when

it

is

men-

stands to reason that people should personify
other things, such as plants and water, and say of them,
they freeze, they are frozen. Is not man the " measure

of

all

parrot will have to learn to arrive at that stage of intel-

man

ligence the English miner has attained and thus be able

thing?

!

It

things" according to Protagoras, and does not
own being on every other existing

imprint his

THB OPKN COURTAnd

how

yet,

sounds,

all

is

it

revelations of

freezing has

so easy, natural and reasonable this

positively

Kant it
become

is

According

wrong.

to the

not possible that the sensation of

word otherwise

a concept and a

than through the long and round-about

way

mere guest of its earthly tabernacle, the despised body
which might temporarily limit the freedom of its tenants, but could not affect them by its decay and might
eventually be cast

of repre-

and thus frozen {^rigus,
water must have found a lingual or (what
jiiyoq, piyitS)
is the same thing) a rational designation long before;
and without such designation or an analogous form of
concept the sensation could never have found expression

"

whatever.
This follows unavoidably from the doctrine of Kant.
And strange! Comparative philology, without know-

ing or dreaming of Kant, has fully established this
origin and natural growth of concepts after its own
fashion and by

its

own

empirical methods.

Yet, instead of being converted by this great and
marvelous coincidence to the belief of the great genius
that had divined these results with prophetic glance, it
continues to reject the aid of philosophy, even in

«till

where empiricism cannot penetrate, and
dependence upon instruments that the
hard and rocky soil defies. Far from following the

those depths
places

its

sole

path of science

it

seems to have devoted

itself to

fumbling

and groping about in regions of darkness, whence only
the light of philosophy can be its guide and illuminate
its

path to further empiric investigation.

Thus

it

that comparative philology has yet to learn

is

from Kant,

if it will

of its mission,

ever keep in view the true purpose

" the history of the

human mind."

off:

— As a garment, no more

fitting,

which I am quitting,
As a cage, from which at last,
Like a bird my soul has passed."

As

sentations of external objects

•or association

88r

a house

That poetic but sadly erroneous theory biased the
many of the greatest ancient and medijeval
moralists, and it is a most suggestive fact that the predominance of their dualism is always reflected in the

ethics of

degree of their indifference to that chief basis of physical welfare:

a

wholesome

hierarchic tendencies,

is,

diet.

Mosaism, with

all its

after all, a manful, earth-loving

and nature-abiding creed, and the persistent inculcation
of dietetic health-laws harmonizes with its equally per-

on the metaphysical vagaries of resurrecand other-worldly punishments and rewards. The
ethics of Socrates, on the other hand, seem to have
anticipated many tenets of the neo-platonic school, and
at the banquets of Agathon, in the midst of his tabletalk lectures on the immortality of the soul, he quaffs
cup after cup of alcoholic beverages as calmly as he

sistent silence

tion

afterward drained the poison-chalice of the

The

Gnostics boasted their disregard of

all

oligarch.

non-spiritual

and among the followers of the worldrenouncing Messiah that spiritism assumed the form of
an absolute indifference to the welfare of the earthly
concerns,

body.

The

health code of the

Hebrew

law-giver was

revoked; the authorities of the Patristic era gloried in

BODY AND MIND;

OR,

THE DATA OF MORAL

PHYSIOLOGY.*
BY FELIX

L.

OSWALD, M.

D.

DIET.

Modern

body and mind is most
the moral influence of diet.

intimate interaction of

strikingly

illustrated

in

science has revealed the fact that the various

ingredients of the fuel feeding the

fire

of a conflagration

can be tested by the spectrum-lines of the flame, and

with the same certainty a searching analysis could trace
every change of diet to its effect in a modification of our
mental disposition. ''•Der Mensch ist, wa5- errssT," says
a German proverb; " Man is what he eats."
The

maxims of
a

dietetic hygiene thus gain a moral significance,
recognized in the principle of the temperance

fact

movement, and, indeed,

in the ethics of all health-loving

nations.

But the delusions of the dualism which contrasted a
phenomena of the ma-

terial

soul.

universe, led to the equally baneful belief in the

The

and self-dependent nature of the human
" immortal mind" was long considered a

Copyrighted.

even

admixtures to mortify the natural cravings of the palate.
During the middle ages, too, the dietetic purism, which

an amplification of the Mosaic code had enforced upon
the disciples of Islam, contrasted strangely with the
western neighbors, who scouted the
pork and wine, quoting the w^ords of their
master, that no man can be defiled by things that enter
his mouth.
That mistake avenged itself in the ravages of scrofula and alcoholism, but even in that age of dietetic
habits of

their

interdiction of

aberrations, the consequences

of quantitative excesses

were too striking to be entirely ignored. In the popular dramas of the middle ages the crapulent monks
often seem to parody their own foibles, and the fact
that repletion

is

apt to induce mental indolence

venter non studet

supernatural spirit-world to the

immaterial

dietetic cleanliness, or

deliberately tainted their food with bitter and loathsome

Part IV.

The

an ultra-cynical neglect of

in the

libenter''' )

assumed

its

i^''

plenus

proverbial form

convent schools of southern Germany.

The

moral influence of habitual surfeits contrasts, indeed,
most suggestively with the effect of abstemious habits.
Gluttony torpifies the mental faculties. The " afterdinner lassitude" finds
the

physiological explanation in

its

circumstance that the

work of

digestion

monop-

THK OPEN
olizes the energies of the

may become

torpor

The bonhommie

organism and that transient

a chronic aversion to mental efforts.

of epicures can be traced to a similar

Yielding in argument is easier than controversy;
the indulgence of a generous impulse is more pleasant
than its suppression, and the liberality associated with the
cause.

after-effect

as

much

as

of a full meal

may be

on philanthropic

principles, plethoric glut-

tons being notoriously subject to

The same gourmand,

of brutal passion.

the enjoyment of his

vv^ho, in

to obviate the

annoyance of further importunities, may,

before night, kick his wife and
belly

fits

grant the request of an insolent petitioner

siesta, w^ill

trifling

founded on indolence

offense.

may have

The

irascible

Pialf

kill

his child for a

temper of Squire Pot-

a purely physical cause: the irritating

influence of vitiated

humors;

but, as usual, such physical

predispositions are associated with their moral correla-

Pessimism, world-weariness and the laus temporis acti, a mania for the depreciation of contemporary
tives:

tendencies.

I

knew an

old farmer

whose frequent

fits

of indigestion never failed to explode in raging diatribes

on the wickedness and incapacity of the

generation.

Under

rising

the influence of a similar distemper,

the father of Frederick the Great used to lecture his

household on the decadence of Christian ethics, and
finish his homily by beating his son black and blue.

Walter Savage Landor,

who

could sacrifice a night's

rest to the elaboration of a sentimental sonnet,

was none

paroxysms of after-dinner wrath.
During his struggles with the gastric consequences of
an eel pie, his servants would flee as from the presence
of a madman, and the citizens of Florence preserve a
the less prone to

tradition that the discovery of a neglected pot-flower

once impelled him to fling his valet from a third story
window.
The eupeptic prelates of the middle ages
were often afflicted with decidedly unchristian tempers,

and in their controversies were notoriously apt to
answer arguments with personal insults.
Habitual gluttons are not often great thinkers, but

it
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by the incapacity of an associcommander, the French army was twice saved by
the superhuman efforts of the old cormorant. His ena disastrous rout caused

ate

ergy compelled the surrender of Spanish insurgents
who had worn out the armies of their own king, as they
afterwards exhausted the resources of the French
pire; but after an ovation resembling the

Roman

conqueror, the otherwise invincible veteran pro-

ceeded to indemnify himself for the privations of his

campaign by engaging

a staff of pastry-cooks and
Spanish country-seat, where he managed
Milo of Croto gorge out his life in a single week.
tona, the Sicilian Samson, w^as as much admired for the
retiring to a

vigor of his digestive organs as for the fervor of his
patriotism and the matchless prowess of his

the

war

against Sybaris he

make

Our Saxon

ancestors, too,

energy of
strategist,

his

was

onset.

Marshal Vendome, the great

also the greatest glutton of his century.

He would

devour his favorite viands with snap-bites,
like a famished wolf, often correcting a slip of the fork
by snatching up a tempting morsel with his fingers, and
thus gorge himself till the expansion of his paunch
threatened him with suffocation yet, on the morrow of
such surfeits, the arrival of a scout or a glimpse of the
hostile vanguard would transform him into a warrior of
His ablest opponents were
the old Roman type.
baffled by the skill and rapidity of his tactics, and after
;

were

inclined to

gastric capacity a test of constitutional vigor.

was apt

feeble stomach

to qualify the prestige of a

A

pop-

Joetunheim, Thor himself
produce his champion eaters
and drinkers. King Attila, however, punished voracity
as a breach of discipline, and Peter Bayle perhaps
ular hero, and

on

his visit to

defies the giant-king to

justly expresses his surprise that so

who

many

of the nations

enacted severe sumptuary laws against drunken-

ness should have considered gluttony a venial sin.

Gluttony tends to cynicism.

Coarseness and ex-

travagance of speech and manners go hand in hand with
excesses, as for cognate reasons, the repulsive-

dietetic

a

boar, at the ap-

fists.
In
head of his

—

holders.

motive, they have proved themselves capable of heroic

Thus the sluggish

at the

and a huge club;
and once saved a synod of Pythagorean philosophers by
using his arms to prop the pillars of a falling temple.
He was an orator and a peerless athlete, but every now
and then proved the versatility of his talents by an eating-match, and after defeating the best boxers of an
international field day and carrying a young bull around
the entire circuit of the arena, he crowned his exploits
by roasting that bull and devouring the beef at a single
meal let us hope with the assistance of his bottle-

ness of voracious animals

physical efforts.

marched

fellow-citizens, flaunting a lion-skin

cannot be denied that, under the stimulus of an urgent

proach of his foes, will rouse himself from his torpor of
surfeit and rout hounds and hunters by the desperate

Em-

triumph of a

want

of cleanliness.

regions,

where

is

generally aggravated

Among

climatic causes

by

the natives of the Arctic

make

gluttony a panan almost unknown

demic

vice, personal cleanliness is

virtue,

and Kane's anecdotes of polar household-habits
would appal a gorilla.

depict a degree of squalor that

"

Our

poverty, but not our will consents,"

is

a plea that

could hardly be urged in behalf of the amateur-cynics
developed in the mediaval strongholds of gormandage,,

and the ne plus ultra of reckless obscenity is not to be
found in the satires of Petronius Arbiter, but in the dissertations of the Spanish monk-moralist Sanchez.
Habitual abstemiousness, on the other hand, is the
concomitant of modesty, thrift, self-control and evenness of temper, and

is

compatible with heroic persever-

ance, though hardly with great energy of vital vigor.

THE OPEN
The

dietetic self-denials of

Luigi Cornaro, a Venetian

nobleman of the sixteenth century, enabled him
the

live

third

During the

to out-

COURT.

oza, amidst the

generation of his epicurean relatives.

would

he boasts of

enen "

decades of his long

latter

life

Benedict Spin-

a dinner-call without a sigh of regret.

fast for

parchment

piles

of his bachelor-den,

days in the ecstasy of

Intermittent

having enjoyed a peace of mind unattainable by other
means, and one of his biographers admits that the impulse of wrath seemed to have become extinct in his

denutrition undoubtedly tends to clear off the

soul, but remarks that the friends of the noble ascetic
complained of a certain reserve and pedantry, quite
foreign to his character during the period preceding his
change of habits. He also became a poetaster, and only

pitious to mental lucidity;

urgent

the

an

of

protests

him from publishing the

vented

mystic muse.

St.

relative

influential

inspirations

pre-

of his

Francis, during his latter years of

The

of the brain.

trunk-

his ^'Gott

—" God intoxicated "— meditations.

cobwebs

ancient custom af postponing

the

was perhaps proand Goethe, whose abhorrence
was modified by his partiality

principal meal to the end

of the day

of mediaeval dissertations

for the writings of Spinoza, testifies that the

Ethics of

the great pantheist,

of

cheered him

literature,

" with a feeling

classic

akin to the

experienced on entering a well

impression

pleasant

masterpieces

the

like

lighted room."

ture publication of his odes

Rare and enforced fasts, however, are apt to exercise
an unfavorable influence on the temper of the patient.
The captives of our menagerie cages submit in sullen

A

silence to untold vexations, but a brief

penance, evinced a similar penchant, and the prema-

might have imperiled his
chances of canonization in that age of classic revivals.
love of romance and mystery, with a distinct leaning
towards the more extravagant forms of miraculism, is,
indeed, an international characteristic of the abstemious
Persia and the eastern provinces of the Caliphs,
East.
could boast of many poets, but only of few prominent
philosophers, or inventors

;

natural science

is

an exotic

plant in the soil of China and Japan, and the prodigious
literature of ancient India

is

almost limited to spiritual

postponement of

the dinner hour turns the whole circus into a pande-

monium
yearly

Mussulman during

Rhamadan

fast

ance of good humor
Sailors,

The

of grunts and shrieks.

of an orthodox

who

querulous

mood

the observance of the

equaled only by his exuber-

is

at the

conclusion of the penance.

murmur

endure without a

the extremes of

atmospheric hardships, are apt to rebel against the

first

sometimes

attempt at dietary restrictions, and the report of a recent

with a pedantic conservatism of
All Asia is rite-ridden; the mys-

an ultra-prosaic observance of meaningless formalities.
Intellectual asthenia, however, is the common root of

committee of investigation admits that the shortcomings
of unprofessional cooks are among the most fruitful
causes of desertions from the military service of the
United States. Napoleon the Great personally supervised every detail of his commissary system, and the

mysticism and ceremonialism.

war-correspondent of the London Times justly predicted

extravagances.
strangely

That

associated

manners and opinion.

poetical penchant

is

tic-romantic Spaniard wearies a practical stranger with

Habitual

abstinence, carried to ascetic extremes,

apt to result in spiritualistic aberrations.

wilderness and you

is

" Fast in the

will see ghosts," says an Indian

would

bodies,

who

tried to exalt their souls

and got their reward

inanition.

Under

their

phantasmagoria of

the influence of protracted starvation,

the organism preys on

its

tion of cerebral substance
literary exploits

in the

by starving

own tissues, and the degeneramay partly account for the

of ecstatic nuns and apocalyptic her-

For those very

reasons, perhaps, the

founders of

ancient religions prescribed fasts as a crucial test of sub-

which our latter-day prophets hesitate
and which indeed, in the popular form of its

ordination, a test
to apply,

observance, has almost lost

Father de Smet
of

tells

Dakota redskins

its

afflictive

significance.

an anecdote of a converted tribe

who

patiently masticated their dry

bull-beef for six days in the week, but devoted their

mits.

Within the bounds of reason, occasional fasts, howby no means incompatible with intellectual
vigor, though they are chiefly apt to stimulate the activity
There are intellectual volupof abstruse speculations.
tuaries whose enjoyment of mental triumphs in contro-

ever, are

versy or cogitation seem, for the time being, actually to

deaden their craving for material food. Isaac Newton,
on the track of a cosmic secret, would send back plate
after plate of untasted meals. Percy Shelley, in the
words of his sprightly biographer, " indignantly refused
to alloy the nectar of poetic inspiration with boarding-

house soup," and

cost the

too great to

proverb, confirmed by the visions of millions of mediaeval
fanatics,

Crimean troops
Government service a loss of popularity
be retrieved by a dozen victories.

that the dietetic bereavements of the

in his creative

moods

rarely

answered

Fridays to a festive re-union, culminating in an uproarious barbecue of maple-rum and broiled mountain-trout.

The bonajide
seriously

fasts of Islam, on the other hand, have
impeded the progress of its propaganda among

the eupeptic tribes of the north.

Actual starvation exasperates, but eventually unThe pangs of hunger may excite a
sufferer.

mans, the

transient disposition to violent deeds of self-help, but in

the course of time lead to

more

lasting results;

and

it is

a most instructive, though melancholy, fact that under
the purely physical influence of protracted famine,

nearly

all

the distinctively

human

attributes

have been

THK OPKN
crushed out of
finally

many once
the

patriotism,

honor,

of

even the

noble nations:
of

instinct

instinct of industry

The

beauty,

sense

and

and the love

ot

knowledge.
Pugnacity, the love of mirth and the instinct of
ground to the last, and

COURT.

language, and thus the formation of speech

human

To

but their difference.

have acquired their deeprooted hold during the ages preceding the advance from
the anthropoid stage of human development.

duty of the philosopher and investigator.

(

seem

To

to

duty of the scholar and
to discriminate

than to find

he continued. )

the

human

thought, of animal reason and

friendship, however, stand their
like the social instinct,

is

mech-

anism which produces reason.
The problem was not to find the similarity of animal
language and human language, of animal thought and

is,

in

find

similarities

is

reason,

the

scientist is to discriminate,

most

cases,
If

similarities.

we

first

The second

much more

and

difficult

see differences

we

can

appreciate similarities better and will be guarded against

MONISM AND PHILOLOGY.

taking them as

While during the last century all the natural sciences
have made many wonderful discoveries, philology has

work, and

not remained behind in contributing its share to the
general work of progress. Through the efforts of the

speaks.

brothers the study of the languages

Grimm

became

a

comparative philology, which stated the laws of the
growth of speech. Comparative philology found the

key

to a correct understanding of the

Aryan languages

poured in, by
which the solution of many an obscure problem could
be hoped for.
The study of language became a philosophy of
in the study of Sanskrit,*

and

new

light

language, and this philosophy corroborated the truth of
Monism, which was recognized more and more in all
the different sciences as the only consistent conception

One

Max

of the most prominent scholars in this domain
He was one of the first philologists to

Muller.

scientifically

Sanskrit.

investigate

His discoveries in

" In this summary, as I have since

become aware, I
from doing justice to the great merits of Max
Muller and the researches by which he has cleared the
way for future investigators. And it was to rectify this
far

error that I hastened to publish in a

subject

found

theory of the identity of language and
opposition, partly because his

much

definition of

thought was not accepted, partly because

the problem

which was

at

issue

was not understood.

by Noire as " The
Origin of Reason." Reason was generally supposed to
be a creative power, a divine mysterious something
which produced thought, language, science and art.
The mystery of reason, however, can easily be ex-

The problem was

correctly stated

is a very simple mewith that of language.

plained, for the origin of reason

chanical process;

it

is

identical

expression of man's feelings in words constitutes
Sounds are
his thought. Without words no thoughts.
the best adapted mechanical means for the formation of

The

* In consideration of the importance of Sanskrit, whichi has been so helpful
shall publish in
to establish the monistic view in the domain of philolog:y, we
future issues of The Open Court a scries of essays by Oldenberg, the welletc.
known Sanskrit scholar, author of "The Life of Buddha,"

Miiller's

impossible.

guage he discovered the foundation of human nature
and its characteristics, for he proved that the origin of
language and the origin of reason are one and the same

Max Miiller's

Max

Noire has published a book (ISIax Muller and the
Philosophy of Language. London: Longmans, Green
& Co.) of which he says in an introductory note:
" In my book on ' The Origin of Language,' before
proposing my own solution of the great problem, I endeavor to trace its historical development from the earliest times down to those latest achievements of scientific
research upon which my own theory is founded, and
without which, indeed, its conception would have been

judgment and

thought

is

books contain explanations and corolleading idea, that man thinks because he
his

all

comparative philology are generally recognized, and his
merits in the philosophy of language will never be forBy digging down to the philosophy of langotten.

problem.

identities.

merit of this discrimination

laries of his

was

of the world.

is

The

Nord und

German

review,

Slid, an article in which, to the best of
belief, the

suum cuique was more

my

equally

apportioned.

The

serious importance and wide bearings of the
have induced me to make this article, in an enlarged form, accessible to the English reader."
In this work Noire shows in the first two chapters

"

Max

Miiller's attitude in relation to the theory of devel-

opment and

who

to

Darwinism

Max

in particular.

Muller,

Darwin, taught the doctrine of evolution, severs himself from the followers of
Darwin and begins a critical attack, when, overlooking
has, even in advance of

or dismissing off-hand man's real characteristic, reason

and speech, they

treat external

transitions as a sufficient

causes and structural

scientific

explanation of the

greatest marvel of creation.

We

excerpt from Noir^'s book the most important

He

"Reason, or the mental life of
new, specific distinction, without an
exact parallel in any other part of nature, a differentiation which we must seek to derive from more general
* * *
natural causes.
" The inner organic tissue, the means whereby the
passages.

man,

says:

constitutes a

functions of reason

are accomplished,

is

afforded

by

I

—

:
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those mysterious entities which are called concepts, conThey
ceptions^ notions, or, in Platonic phrase, ideas.

thing in the growth of language that can be explained,

man. * * *
" Concepts cannot be formed without the help of
words. The sound, the word, is the body of the conBoth are designated in Greek by the single word
cept.
' word and reason.'
* * The two
?.(i70f which means

residuum, what

are the exclusive property of

,

and oratio are one and the same, only conceived
\cota different points of view; the one is the inner and
spiritual, the other the outer and corporeal side. * *
"As formerly, Spinoza's great disciple, Goethe,
formulated the fundamental monistic doctrine in the
'No
simple words, as indubitable as unambiguous:
ratio

mind without matter, no matter without mind,' so Max
Miiller with equal clearness and confidence: 'Without
speech no reason, without reason no speech.' * * * ^
"The debates as to whether thought and reason
be ascribed to animals, to babies and to untaught
deaf-mutes are merely verbal disputes and proceed
from the fact that the words used have not had associated with them the clear and definite matter of conception which belongs to them, but are employed in a
general, vague and misty fashion.
shall

"

A child knows

difference

as certainly before

between sweet and

not bitter], as

it

bitter [i.

can speak, the
that sweet

e.,

knows afterwards (when

it

wormwood and sugar-plums

speak) that

A

same thing.

it

comes

is

to

are not the

child receives the sensation of sweet-

he desires it again,
but he does not know what sweet is; he is absorbed in
he cannot
its sensations, its pleasures, its recollections
ness; he enjoys

it,

he recollects

it,

;

look

them from above, he cannot reason on them, he

at

cannot

tell

of them."

is

red and milk

is

:

'It

is

easy to see

white ; but to abstract the

redness of blood from the collective impression, to find

the same notion again in a red berry, and, in spite of
other differences, to include under the same head

red berry and the red blood

white snow

—

this

is

T^&

something altogether
i^t

5ife

The power

Max

the

—or the white milk and the
different.

animal does this,yor this, and this only,
^
9F
"

its

9i&

is

No

thinking^
*

of abstraction, or having general ideas.

Miiller declares,

is

realized

by means of language

and language only, which is the exclusive property of
mankind, in virtue of its humanity. That which is lan-

guage seen from without
It is

beast.

is

reason seen from within.

mark of distinction between man and
The origin of human development can there-

the obvious

the end, as the only

we called

only be discovered by

back

as Sanskrit,

noun or

as a

we

like the granite,

Roots,

speech.

underlies

says our author,

former lecture,

is

this

:

After

'

if

originally roots

were thus

human
commonly

other strata of

all

are not,

as

is

maintained, merely scientific abstractions, but they were

used originally as real words.'

"What we want
mental phase

is it

to

find out

is

this

What inward

:

that corresponds to these roots as the

germ of human speech?"
Noir^

the roots the linguistic

calls

germ

all the known languages of the
world have reached their marvelous stature and become
the body of reason and instrument of mind.
By the
help of these roots and their intellectual equivalent man
has taken spiritual possession of the whole creation, as
he, at the same moment, cast it in their mould and
stamped it with their impress." * * *
Max Miiller rejects the theory of onomatopoeia as

uninterrupted growth

well

He

He

as the interjectional theory.

one the

Bow-wow,

says in his "

the other the

ironically calls

Pooh-pooh theory.

Ursprung der Sprache": " In the nature
is no

of the mind, as well as that of the body, there
saltus ; the one

is

*

developed out of as minute elements
* *
The inferences which Max

Miiller deduced from this important elementary truth
are, in their

"I.

main

features, as follows

The sounds

everywhere

of language are at

significant.

It is

all

times and

in virtue of this quality

alone that they form a part of speech.

The

exceptions presented by inflection-terminations, infixes,

and the whole formal apparatus of language. The
word fruchtbar could not be formed unless the second
syllable had a meaning, and though that meaning is lost
to the feeling of contemporary speech, science shows us
that it originally meant fruit-bearing.
" 3. Language passed from the simplest beginnings
affixes

monosyllabic,

primary roots

—

first

to secondary

and

and then, through the luxuriant abundance

of forms belonging to the polysynthetic or agglutinative

and precision, to the wonderful

we

and inflected languages.

explained every-

interjec-

and imitative theories are herewith condemned.
" 3, Nothing in language is dead that has not once
been alive. This explains and sets aside the apparent
tional

richness of thought and expression belonging to

we had

or

ex ovo, all grovs^th of language
springs from these roots. " By their development and

in aid of this enquiry,

look back on our

cells,

Omne vivum

Ova.

stage, to the clearness

result,'

and, even as far

have fortunately preserved to

therefore,

been brought to light from the material hitherto exam-

The

then,

us a representative of that primitive radical stage which,

tertiary roots

'

What,

say that no root was ever used

But

as a verb.

used, and in Chinese

be elucidated by the discovery of the origin of
language. And if we ask what new contributions have

by comparative philology,

inexplicable

*

*

scientific analysis,

we may

fore only

ined

*

roots.

In our modern languages roots can

are these roots?

as the other."

" Similarly, Lazarus Geiger says
that blood

there remained in

The

goal of the science of language.

modern

cradle of speech

is

the

:
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" 4.

counterpart of roots are certain fixed

rational elements, nearly

of the nature of predicates,

all

though a few, the pronominal

And

are demonstrative.

class,

as the roots, considered as sounds, are phonetic

types, so their rational counterparts

mind are

in the

rational types; those are phonetical types, these concep-

we

These,

tual types or rational concepts.

repeat, are

the fixed forms or norms with which language, that
to say, rational thought, has stamped as

its

own

is

the

The

have been only sensible perceptions

trace them, prove to

Max

Noir^ fully concurs with

Max

language.

Miiller, but

he adds:

preceding writers on the philosophy of

all

Miiller and Geiger included, have fol-

lowed the universal tradition in deriving language and
thought from the passive element of perception, I
have entered upon the opposite course and affirm
" Language is the child of will, of an active, not of a
the roots of words contain the proper activand receives their significance from the effects

passive, state
ity of 7nen

hundred plants, and Laurent de Jussieu has dehundred families. It would seem then that the
brain of a De Jussieu must have contained a greater
number of images or representations than did that of a
Dioscorides, and the brain of a Cuvier more than even
fined a

It

is

true that the scientists, and, above

that they possess the

;

them, and

abbreviate

fact already

this

whether the

our deciding

mental

before

we

they lack quantity in

if

The most

leartied doctors of ancient

Miiller has since expressed his full assent to

Noir^'s view.

Our

that our " nervless

power of
shocks which

the

of the

indefinitely
it

receives,

and he.writes:

"We
human
power

can found great hopes upon the future of

intelligence.

of

the

seems that the concentrative

It

mind

increases

amount of knowledge.

The

creased by exercise, and the

in

proportion

activity of a

power

muscle

the
is in-

may

is

In the same

manner, undoubtedly, the power of memory
this increase

to

thus accumulated

transmitted from generation to generation.

ened by exercise, and

is

strength-

be transmitted

by heredity."
This assurance
already

to contain our
this day, to

prides

is

quite necessary, for

the

by our brains seems too small

filled

new

riches.

One

occupy the entire

have not

chamber

special study suffices, at
life

of

which

man.

He who

himself on being a philosopher, cannot at the

and the study of psychology, particularly, involves

the necessity for such an unlimited number of data, that
Translated from the French in "Journal d' au Philosophe,

it

growth of

infinitely

strengthen it.

sufficiently studied the gift of genius to

with perfect knowledge.

be obliged to explain
certain germs,

its final

I

ruin

shall neverthe-

by the diseased

whose monstrous vegetation

most beautiful hoar of bloom the philosophy, the poetry, and the art of genius.

chokes

in

its

But the quantity of facts which are in the brain only
do not constitute it. That which distinguishes genius is a rare activity and a marvelous
power of discovering relations between facts hitherto
unperceived and the knowledge of which is most fertile
in new thoughts and sentiments in the domain of science
or in that of art.
The increase of a knowledge of facts
does not, then, necessarily indicate a growth of scientific genius, and the diminution of egoism does not necaid genius; they

an increase of morality.

essarily entail

to be able

same time be a specialist. The generalities which he
must know require the assistance of such a number of
facts,

that " the

rational frivolity generate a pathological condition

speak of

Monsieur Ch. Richet does not doubt

memory

them

earliest notions in the brain are like centers of pro-

I

preserving the

to

in the smallest caskets."

genuine information and true ideas

BY LUCIEN ARREAT.

system " has

their

invades and finally destroys the organ of thought, while

_

THE DEVELOPMENT OF GENIUS.*

ous psychic

Sorbonne had

heads crowded with facts of no real value whatever,

duction, and the false ideas as well as the chimeras of

accessible to the senses."

Max

of the

representation, of ttimes possess the advantage of quality.

most precious jewels are found

arises

would forbid

capacity

could decide this question.

Nevertheless, the moderns,

and the metaphor could be applied

it is phenomenal, i. e., visible.
from a double root, the subjector the will, and the objective phenomenon

thought

is

the classi-

moderns is really superior to that of the ancients. We
would have to measure the crania and weigh the brains

Human

ive activity,

all,

work a great deal with the pen;
" paper-memory " of which Mon-

of the present day,

fiers

of this activity in so far as

which

memory

powerful

intellect a

taigne speaks; that they employ general formulae and

or impressions."

« While

most vigorous

six

original mental content of the roots, their

meanings, so far as comparative philology can

earliest

for the

become indispensable to good work.
The Greek Dioscorides, who lived four hundred
years after Theophrastus, mentions in his works only
has

that of Aristotle.

whole of creation.
"5.

even

If

we abandon

something

else

ternal objects

egoism by attaching our

interest to

than ourselves, the number of the exis

of scarcely any importance, and the

extension of our sympathies to larger groups does not

give us the exact measure of our moral progress.
fine

German

thinker,

who

is

of

French descent on

A
his

Mr. Julius Duboc, has made this remark.
would only like to complete his thought by distinguishing between our ability and its effects.
father's side,
I
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In the domain of art, the man of
graved and so finely retouched the profile of the head
of a mammoth on an ivory plaque, which is now in

confess,

the museum, was a pre-historic Phidias, for in art the

that he has a free will

most

social conditions are

influential.

we

eries; but

results

is

evident,

and the accumulation of discov-

Newton was

cannot so plainly see that

Archimedes
would limit the use of his genius to discovering the
manner of cutting stone or of shaping flint.
Neither does our power seem to have increased materially in the domain of morals: I mean the power to
accomplish a sacrifice commanded by duty; but the
sacrifice has in a great many cases become easier, perhaps more habitual, and it seems that the sail of our
will spreads itself of its own accord to the good wind.
If, now, the Greeks have originated abstract science,
which the Chinese, for instance, could not do, it is because they were endowed with greater genius, and an
opinion based upon the appearance of the races forces us
to admit at least some degrees of difference in their intellectual power.
We must admit it in their artistic
faculty and in their moral faculty, and then we could
say that the power increases in man, but infinitely less
quickly than the effects of this power multiply.
superior

to

The

Archimedes, and

doctrine of

indefinite progress in

-which appeared to be included
thesi?, could

not be

savage

a

in

our species,

Monsieur Richet's

accepted without a correction as

regards the perfectibility of individuals. The growth
of the " retentive " faculty, it is asserted by this eminent

does not

scientist,

rational faculty,

mean

and

the

same

we may

as the

growth of the

accordingly hold to the

conviction that genius will continue to exist in humanity

without necessarily insisting upon

its

eventual expansion.

DETERMINISM AND FREE WILL.

Two

views have ever stood opposed to each other in
the realm of religious and philosophical questions, the
one claiming absolute determinism as a matter of course
for

all

phenomena

of nature and

life,

human

actions not

•excluded; the other maintaining that whatever be the

claim of determinism in the province of physical science

man's actions are not determined, for man is endowed
with freewill. The former opinion is generally considered as the

scientific

view; the

latter as the

moral or

religious aspect.
It

is

apparent that the very existence of morals and

depend upon man's having a free will, and at
full and unrestricted without
any exceptions is the condition, the sine qua non of
religion

it

is

an undeniable

And

fact.

the great sage of Konigsberg calls

man

perative in us, postulates that

bias think,

istic

In the intellectual domain, the progress

judging by the

en-

is

;

and

ought, or as

this

it,

the categoric im-

a

moral being and

is

this free will,

men

of a dual-

irreconcilable to the idea of the

One

and All, to the doctrine of monism.
Dualism, which takes the view that two worlds exist
independent of each other, the spiritual world and the
material world, does not object to determinism in the
material world, but

vigorously maintains that free will

it

obtains in the spiritual world.

Materialism

dom

of will

is

dualism claims that free-

in opposition to

man

a sham, that

has no free will, be-

cause his actions are determined throughout by law.

dualism

If

is

by

are,

is

to

hazard or chance.

If

ma-

right in saying that man's freedom of will

is

self-delusion,

a

little

phenomena

determined with regularity, and

strictest necessity,

do not happen according
terialism

very

right, scientific truth has

value, for science exists only because natural

would be

it

speak of

ridiculous to

morals, and ethics (the science of morals) would be a
contradiction.

James

Prof.

"We

reality of our

moral

life just as

we

ism in the interests of that of our

We

are certainly

and "
were never
life"

by the bye,
tion

He

takes the dualistic view.

says:

postulate indeterminism in the interests of the

favor of reconciling " moral

in

scientific life."

at variance;

is

the reason

of Science

We

even believe that they

they coincide

why we

part.

in

(This,

speak of the Concilia-

with Religion and not of a

But Prof. James'

ciliation.)

postulate determin-

scientific life."

conciliation

jffecon-

a mutual

is

Science and Ethics play the part of the
famous Kilkenny cats. The moral view and scientific
view are two different aspects, howsoever their object
may be one and the same thing. A psychologist, a
physician, or a lawyer may view the actions of a man
from a scientific standpoint, and a clergyman or a histoannihilation.

rian, or

a biographer, or the critic of an author

may

contemplate the very same actions from a moral stand-

Should

point.

we

then, in the former case, take to

determinism, and in the latter to indeterminism, or shall
we by excluding human actions from the province of
determinism, entirely

And

if

annihilate

no science of morals

ethics

exists,

how

as

a

can

science?

we have

chairs for "professional moralists" at our universities?

Monism accepts determinism wholly and fully. But
from the same standpoint of monism, free will must
We deny
also be accepted as the basis of moral life.

essay, reveals to us the basis

is determinism or free will; in opposition
and material dualism, we claim determinisrh
and free will. We maintain that moral truth and scientific truth, that religion and science, regularity according

and with

to law,

the same time determinism

Prof. James, in his reply to Prof. Gizycki's

science.

breasts,

it

upon which all dualism
it is \h.& ought in our
our moral consciousness which we gladly

indeterminism stands;

it is

that the issue

to spiritual

They

and free will are no irreconcilable contradictionscomplementary to and explanatory

are oppositions

:
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888
of each other.

one

If

is

conceived without taking the

other into consideration, our view will be one-sided and

Both together form the monistic view,

squinting.

in

which science and religion find their reconciliation.
Those who maintain that free will and determinisrii
are irreconcilable contradictions start from the apparently
slight but important error that force

They

identical.

and necessity are

think that what happens from neces-

from force somehow. They overlook the
is a necessity from force which is effected
as if by a mechanical pressure from the outside, and an
inner necessity from free will which works with spontaneity according to the character of a man by free decision,
but at the same time of necessity. For instance, a man
delivers to a highwayman his valuables because he is
forced to do so by threats or even blows; he suffers vioBut if a man, seeing one of
lence his action is not free.
his wretched fellow-beings suffering from hunger and cold
through extreme poverty, and overpowered by compas-

which a
law.

the internal

qualities or properties of

by

He

suffer force.

he

is,

he so

all

he has about him,

acts

from

acts of necessity

this

free will, but

man

and

it

the-

But if you direct
some other point, you
which does not allow it to show
magnetism.

a pressure of the finger to

its

some

force,

Were

nature and quality.

real

dowed with sentiment and
speech,

my

a pivot,

of necessity, turn toward the north, according to

will,

it

is

Give the loadstone freedom on

lence.

will exercise

away

logical order of the-

an external restraitit, and a
foreign pressure exercised to check and hinder by vio-

fact that there

sion gives

harmony and

Force, however,

world.

sity suffers

;

according to a certain'

certain result follows

It is

it

would say

in the first

however,

would

it

some other

forced into

'

toward the north.'

free will I point

case,

the loadstone en-

with the power of
I am free, and of
case:

gifted

that

feel

it

is

In the second!
acted upon

direction against

its

nature,

and
and

would declare its freedom to be curtailed.
"It is the same with man; and the moral worth of a
man depends entirely upon what motives direct his will.

An

ethical estimate of

moral actions

is

not possible, ex-

does not

cept under the condition that they are the expression

being such as

and realization of free will. The best action would'
amount to nothing if it were a mere chance result which

according to his character.

ious bent, and in § 2, their differences are stated and

might have occurred otherwise. The whole value of
any moral deed rests on the fact that the man could not^
under the conditions, act otherwise than thus, that it was
an act oi free will, and, at the same time, of inevitable-

discussed

necessity.''''

my

In

pamphlet, Alonisni and Meliorism^ the prob-

In § i, the
hedonists or utilitarians are contrasted with men of relig-

lem of

free will

is

treated in section v, § 1—3.

" Religionists usually adhere to the
will,

while the hedonists do not accept

proclaim

it

to

dogma

this doctrine,

It is

the third of Kant's antinomies.

hedonists the negative of the antithesis.

no freedom of

of

or

will, ethics

The

the thesis, and the

religionists take the positive side of

dom

but

be in contradiction to the unyielding law

of causality.

would not

If there

exist, for

it is

actions of free will are just as

certain character

free-

ter

freedom a contradictory opposition, so that

would exclude the other. If a man can do as he
pleases, we call him free; but if he is prohibited from
following motives which stir him, if by some restraint or
force he is limited, he is not free. But every man, if he
either

regulated

and under certain conditions, if he isaccordance with his charac-

free, will necessarily act in

" Now, according to the law of causality, the actions
man result through the same necessity as any event
phenomenon. It is a strange confusion to make of

much

by law as any other natural phenomena. The moral
ought certainly involves can. Two men under the very
same conditions can act differently; but a man of a.

were

that implies the responsibilities for one's actions.

necessity and

The

of free

and not otherwise.

The

actions of a

man who

is-

not free, whether they are good or bad, have no moral
Freedom is the sine qua nan of morality and
value.

But an action which does not rewhich happens by chance, like a play
and might have been otherwise, has no moral

moral responsibility.
sult of necessity,
at dice

value either.

And
by law,
ter

man were not regulated
meant that a man of certain charac-

the free actions of

if

free will

if

under certain conditions could

act otherwise than he-

were identical with chance, if,
were indeterminism, this kind of

a

be free or restrained under a certain condition, under ex-

does,

no other circumstances must, of necessity,
As to this
will just as he does will, and not otherwise.
there is no doubt, if causality is truly the universal law

word, free

of the world.

Free will and determinism do not exclude each other..
Free will is a postulate of morals, determinism is a pos-

actly these and

"

The

confusion fi'om which so

many

errors arise,

is

due to the similarity of the concepts /orce and necessity.
Force may lay a restraint on free will. Where force
Necessity, however, is no
rules, free will is annihilated.
force.

Whoever

is

unable to

make

Necessity, in such a case,

is

will.

the inevitable sequence

by

free will
will

would not only destroy

will

science but morals

in

free-

and

ethics also.

The

tulate of science.

actions of a free will are not

irregular or without law;

they are determined by the

character of the acting man.

Indeterminism

this distinction, will

never get a clear insight into the theory of free

if

morals;

and

it

is

unthinkable in science as well as

would make every

scientifically

int

action a morally indifferent

indeterminable phenomenon.

p. c.

—
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MAY DAY

TO LOUIS BELROSE,

leaf at all

would ever

fall

the passing year;

But Time would bring with every spring
New bloom of hope and cheer.

The

lips that tell

Without

a

your name so well

word

— my rose
surprise.

Would hold the star that guides afar
Though wayward Love beguile;
Until the Sprite, one

With moon upon

And soft winds
From rose to

summer

night,

the vale,

south, should turn

your mouth

nightingale.

what I would were what I could
Within those little ears.
The laugh would meet a world's heart-beat,
If

And

to

be bad,

claim

ar.d All.

iVLL"

are, in the interests of

is

—

Cambridge, Mass.

have read with interest the essay in 3'our columns with
which Professor von Gizjcki has done me the honor to couple
my name, and to which you invite me to reply. You surely
wouldn't tempt me to plunge into the length and breadth of
the free-will controversy, or to fight with my learned Berlin friend
over points of detail. So, though I have to accuse him of hardly
line of

argument
[Let

at all, I will just

me

say,

we claim

activity, just as

as

incompatible with the existence of an absolute
by the bye, that you, Mr. Editor, propose "

an object of worship, and even of "imitation."

"THE

ALL".'

half, or

[Professor

I

his conclusion.

moral

I see,

mines some of

my main

if

which Pro-

One

THE

If noth-

"THE HALF"

than

PROFESSOR VON GIZYCKI AND DETERMINISM.

remark on

either immoral, or

ing will satisfy 3'ou but that amazing object, a noun of multitude,
will work rather better
don't you think that

spring,

CORRESPONDENCE.

brief

satis-

One and AlV

of those evils of indeterministic pluralism

now

with the

make one

of a

determinism in the interests of scientific activit\-. The result
must probably be a concession on the part of the universal
claimer of some of its cl.iims. Indeterminism is no universal
claimer.
It only asks to exist some-vhere in the world; and

Despite the stars above,

addressing himself to

is

never take as a

indeterminism,

rain or shine.

Editor

at large will

von Gizycki depicts are quite as bad as that. We claim'
we claim that good things -vtere possible where bad

fessor

little hands would bring the lands
peace and one accord.

Each year will bring the flower of
And no year take my love.

the

mankind

the deepest reality, but which

is

None

this

To

All.

any One and All which determines some of its features
is a morally irrational being.
Those features ought to
be removed yet cannot be removed so long as that One and All
exists.
Ought rationally involves cayi; and a frame of things
which keeps the two asunder is a discord. It was to escape this
moral discord in the absolute and total nature of things that I
turned my back upon the One and All and postulated pluralism
and indeterminism instead.
Professor von Gizycki says we
needn't turn our backs, but can escape the moral discord in the
simplest possible fashion, thus deny all moral character whatsoever to the One and All, and, of course, it can't be morally irra" Not being
tional any more than it can be morally rational.
responsible," it is not a term of moral relations or ah object of
moral judgments at all. The latter are but elements of human
psychology, anthropomorphisms having no connection with the
world at large.
This attempt at exorcising moral irrationalism is pouring out
the child with the bath with a vengeance. It is as if a judge
should decide a lawsuit by ordering the goods in dispute to be
burned. To save the monistic system, we are asked to give up
the very notion of there being any truth in our moral sentiments
at all.
One could understand this from a commonplace materialist, but for a professional moralist like Professor von Gizycki, it
Rather than put up with
is a queer attitude to take contentedly.
such a despairing solution, one would expect a man with any
sense for the reality of morals to keep the ball of uneasy speculation rolling, to live on the ragged edge, to gnaw the file forever.
to

things

come

no

is

One and

moral, morally absurd.

with might to guard the right,
strong to wield the sword,

But, baby mine,

extra, there

Now

which

tell,

Those

To

determined ab

factory terminus for thought the notion

That breast would swell with truth
And song I failed to sing,
Till every word should, like a bird,
Burst forth on fearless wing;

Though

Every par-

of course, monism.

is,

substantial reality except in the consolidated total, the

It is certain that

sound of falling tears;

And armed

Such determinism

universal.

ticular thing being pure effect,

:

Would kiss the dew while life is new
From every bud that blows;
But violet eyes, where now
Turns ever to a smile,

of Determinism," and was published in

Professor von Gizycki believes in determinism absolute and

baby boy, were life's annoy
By wishing warned away,
Good-luck would shower bright snow-flower,
On this your first of May.

To mark

was

original article (the source of all this trouble)

"The Dilemma

the Boston Unitarian Reviezv for September, 1884.]

JR.

My

No

my

way, that
called

WISHES.

by the

And

in

even

James
its

Indeterminism

much

is

practically

contented

William James.

less.

One and

calls the "

All so far as

it

deter-

features to be bad, a morally irrational being."
" It is certain that mankind at

another passage he says:

large will never take as a satisfactory terminus for thought the

notion of a
is

One and

All,

which

is

the deepest reality, but which

either immoral, or, if moral, morally absurd."

Ethics does not deal with the morality of the One and All,
nor with the morality of a God beyond the limits of the universe.
The "One and All " being as it is the sum total of reality or
existence, cannot properly be called moral or immoral to say that
;

morally indifferent would be still more incorrect. We might
just as well in hygiene speak of the health of the One and All as in
it is

:

THE OPEN
And it would be wrong at the same time
and the laws of nature are hygienically inEthics
different and have nothing to do with the rules of health.
is a moral hygiene; it investigates and gauges all the actions of
If such beings
rational individuals, such as men are on earth.
act in harmony with the All, and the laws of the All, we call
laws,_we say
All
and
its
act
contrary
to
the
them moral if they
that they are immoral.
Prof. James seems to overlook that monism teaches the
immanence of force in matter, of God in the All, and of causality
in phenomena. He says
Not every " pure effect " must be
"determined ab extra."
Eifects determined ab extra may be
properly called mechanical effects. The action of a free will is
irrevocably determined, but it is determined ab intra, not ab extra.
The necessity ab intra is called moral freedom, the necessity ab
extra is force. The monistic God is vis ab intra, he is immanent;
the supernatural God is vis ab extra, he is transcendent.] Only

ethics of

COURT,
THE LOST MANUSCRIPT.*

morality.

its

BY GUSTAV FREYTAG.
CHAPTER XII.

to declare that nature

;

:

,

immanent God of monism can

the

afford a satisfactory concep-

Goethe says (according
X,indorme's translation in Open Court, p. S55):
The God whose being in mine showers.
tion of moral responsibility, as

Can rouse my
The God whose

throne's be3'ond

For purpose,

and deed

to

Dr.

soul to active will;

will

my

powers.

BOOK

REVIE^A/'S.
Ed-^vin

:

to the contents of this

better idea of the date
written.

volume

to give the reader a

and circumstances under which

We

recognize the " Hardback "

contributions as of Atlantic Monthly origin,

if

our

memory

serves,

few others, as the essay on " Domestic Service " and
"The Swearing Habit." We recall the fresh delight and stimulus we used to receive in the reading of Whipple, and are conscious, in the re-reading of portions of this volume, of a faded
glow and inspiration, but this is the experience incidental, in a
measure, to the second perusal of all works and authors that were
also a

our

early favorites.

this

volume which

There are a number
will doubtless

of political essays in

prove useful reading to the

new

student of the troubled era of President Johnson and reconstruction, but which seem of a rather time-worn character to the general reader.

Yet the lover

of Whipple,

who has won his admirers

worthily, will wish to add this latest collection of his writings to

the rest.

when

she stood in

But in the evening, when

future appeared like a dream.

was

she

near her beloved one, listening to his

sitting

words and conversing on subjects
she would lay her hand gently on

serious
his

arm

and

trifling,

in order to

assure herself that he belonged to her, and that for the
future she

would enter

into the

life

in

which

his

spirit

moved.

The marriage was to take place before the winter,
and before the lectures began at the University; for the
Professor had petitioned against a long engagement and
the father had yielded.

"I would gladly have kept Use with

and the guidance of her

Politics.

Percy Whipple. Boston Ticknor & Co.
This volume of essays from the pen of one of the most accomplished and brilliant writers of English in his da}', is made up of
fugitive pieces gathered from the magazines and other sources
where they were first published, and, we believe, a few posthumous pieces. We should have been glad if an editorial word had

and

most unlearned.
Use was betrothed. Modestly she bore the invisible
crown which, according to the opinion of the household
There
and neighborhood, now encircled her head.
were still hours in which she could scarcely believe in
her happiness. When she rose early from her bed, and

me

over the

winter, for Clara must assume a portion of her duties,

Outlooks on Society, Literature and

first

;

declare

';

these essays were

A

the dairy amidst the clattering of the milk pails, her
letter, I

that, if worship is taken in the usual sense as an act of adoration,
or a submissive cult of self-humiliation, I do not propose to worship the One and All. However, if worship is to signify what it
does according to its etymology (Anglo-Saxon -weordhscipe), considering and bearing in mind the worth of something or of sometody, I do propose to tiwthskif the One and All. We should
iully appreciate its import for our lives, and for those who shall
live after us.
Such a worship is one " in spirit and in truth." It
will keep us in harmony with humanity as well as with this One
and All itself. About " the half" with which Professor James is
contented, we shall speak on another occasion when we discuss
the idea of God.
The editor's view of determinism and free will is found on
Editor.]
page S87 of The Open Court.

been prefaced

assumed their colored dress of decay, white webs hung
over the stubble and the dewdrops lay upon them till
the wind tore them and bore tliem from field and
happy pair went hand
valley into the blue distance.
This year the fall of the
in hand about the place.
leaf did not affect the Professor, for a new spring had
begun in his life and his happiness was written in his
countenance in characters which might be read by the

heard the trailing of the plough, or

is nil.

In reference to the conclusion of Prof James'

somewhat

THE DEPARTURE FROM THE ESTATE.
Autumn had come; the trees about the house had

c. p.

w.

you

that

sister

would be very

useful

should be otherwise.

it is

better for

my

son, have proposed for

it

my

daughter

after

;

but

You,
a short

and the sooner Use accustoms herself
to the life of the city, the better it will be for you both;
and I think it would be easier for her in the winter."
It was a time of happy excitement, and the necessity
acquaintance,

of providing for the

new household brought down

feelings of the betrothed

from

the

their state of exaltation

to earthly things.

The

Professor

He went

first

made

a journey to the University.

to his friend.

"Wish me

joy," he exclaimed;

"have confidence

in

her and me."

The Doctor embraced him and never

left

his side

he accompanied him in all his shopping
and assisted him in the arrangement of the rooms. Gabriel, who, from the visit of the country gentleman had
anticipated coming events, and who had become doubtful of his own indispensability, felt proud when the
during

his stay

;

Professor said to him
Copyripfhted.

!
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"Between you and me things remain as they were;
do your best to make yourself useful to my wife."
Then came Herr Hummel; in the name of the family he presented his congratulations, and of his own accord offered the use of two rooms in his house which he
But Laura was more anxious
himself did not occupy.
than

new

the rest about the

all

She bqrst

inmate.

forth

in verse thus:

"How

-will

Most

My

she be, of sweet or lofty mien?

dignified, or cliarmingly serene?

heart beats fast and thoughts in chaos seem

Will fond anticipations prove a dream ?"

When the

Professor begged of her and her mother

to receive his future wife

1

I

'

with friendliness and help her

when he added

Laura that
he hoped she would be on a friendly footing with his
bride, he did not guess how much happiness he had
given that young heart, which felt an unquiet longing to
The indefinite deattach itself devotedly to some one.
scriptions which he gave concerning the character of his
intended made a very vague impression which to Laura
became a frame in which she daily depicted new faces
Meanwhile the women were occupied in the old
in

her arrangements, and

;

she helped and gave good advice and in every-

thing showed herself clever and practical.

Use was

do you mean? "asked the Crown Inspector.

"You must

propose the health of the betrothed

couple at dinner."

The husband growled. " Well, then, but without
any useless trash-like oratory, or being overpowered by
feelings; I will have nothing to do with that."
" The eloquence must be in the introduction," said
Frau Rollmaus; "and if you will not do it I will undertake it myself, and you merely bring the health."

The house of Rollmaus displayed its finest table linen
and dinner service for the visit, and Frau Rollmaus
showed not only a good heart bi:t good cooking. After
the first course she clinked her glass and began excitedly

:

"

to

house preparing Use's outfit. The approaching marriage of her sister had transformed Clara into a young
lady

"What

S91

Dear Use,

as

Rollmaus,

in

proposing your health,

and laconically, I will just
met'tion befurfhand th;it as olil friends { your pai'ents,
we wish you joy from our hearts. And as we have lived
will express himself shortly

<

together as good neighbors, sympathizing both in misfortune and

when there was an agreeable addition to the
we have often rendered each other mu-

family, and as

tual assistance in

household matters,

it is

very sad for us

you are going to leave this part of the country. Yet
we rejoice that you are going to a city where intellect,
and higher aims are appreciated. I will not be voluminous, therefore I beg of you both to remember us with
that

true friendship."

She put her handkerchief

praising this in the evening to her father and then threw

to

her eyes and Rollmaus

her arms around his neck and burst into tears. The
father's moittli quivered ; he did not answer, but he held

expressed the family feeling generally in four words:
" Health to the couple."

his heart.
It fortunately happened
weeks before their separation were full of
work and distraction. There was yet much to be done
in the household and the father would not permit the

At departing Frau Rollmaus wept a little and
begged the proprietor to permit them to be at the marriage, though no other guests were to be present.
There was to be still another distraction. The Prince
wished to stop on the way to his hunting castle and

his

daughter close to

that the last

betrothed couple to omit a single

visit to his

acquaint-

ances in the neighborhood.

was to the family of Rollmaus. Use
had informed Frau Rollmaus in a special letter of her
Frau
betrothal; this had created great excitement.
Rollmaus triumphed; but Rollmaus had his horse sadAt
dled and rode to Bielstein, but not up to the house.

One

of the

first

take breakfast in the old house.
" It is well. Use, that you are with us," said

is

"What
The

is

up

satisfied.

For he turned

his

horse round,

to the house

"I could have wished a better match for Use, but
the

man

is

not so bad after

all."

"Rollmaus," replied the wife, "I hope you will be
have properly on this occasion."

own cook

come over from the forester's
Only see to it that he finds some-

will

thing in the kitchen."
It

answered and

and presented his congratulations
to Use and her betrothed, whom he now looked upon
as her equal, and this time he pressingly repeated his
After his return, he said to his wife:
invitation.
trotted

" His

house; he will help.

he worth?"

question could be satisfactorily

he seemed

" But one does not know at all what such a person
accustomed to," rejoined Use, between pleasure and

anxiety.

the gate of the court-yard he inquired for the proprietor,

and rode to him in the field. There he took him aside
and began his congratulations with this short question:

her

father.

was a day of busy preparation, and the

the housekeeper and the
of branches and

autumn

workwomen

sat

children,

among heaps

flowers, twining wreaths

and

" Spare nothing," said Use to the old gardener;

"he

garlands.

is

the beloved father of our country.

We,

his children,

bring him our flowers as a tribute."

Hans, with the help of the Professor, arranged im-

mense emblems and monograms of

The evening
with their

dahlias.

before the hunt the purveyor and cook,

a*-tendants, arrived.

The purveyor begged

THE OPEN COURT.
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"The Prince will
be accompanied by the necessary servants; the rest of
the waiting may be done by the waiting-maids of the
leave to set the table in the garden.

The

house.

On

country customs will please the Prince."

the morning of the chase the proprietor rode in

his best clothes to

Rossau

to receive the Prince,

and the

windows of the upper
story, spying along the highway like bandits.
Shortly
before midday the carriage came up the hill and stopped
children thronged round

at the

door of the house.

who were

the

The

proprietor and forester,

riding on each side of the royal carriage, dis-

The Prince descended with

mounted.

his suite, greet-

ing them as he crossed the threshold. He was of advanced age and middle height; had a small delicate face,
from which could be seen that in youth he had been con-

handsome man, with two intelligent eyes, beneath which were many small wrinkles. Use entered
the hall and the proprietor introduced his daughter in his
simple way. The Prince greeted Use graciously with a
few sentences and favored the Professor, who was presented to him as bridegroom of the daughter, with some
attention; whereupon the Professor was invited by the
sidered a

master of the hounds to join the party at breakfast. The
Prince stepped into the garden directly, praised the house
and the landscape and mentioned his recollection of having been here with his father as a boy of fourteen.
Breakfast passed off admirably.
The Prince asked
questions of the proprietor,

which showed an

the condition of the country.

interest in

When

they arose from
the table, he approached the Professor, asked particulars
about the University, and knew the names of several of

The answers and

his colleagues.

the learned
tion.

He

collector;

man

general demeanor of
induced him to prolong the conversa-

told him that he himself was somewhat of a
he had brought ancient coins and other an-

from Italy and any increase in his collection
gave him much pleasure. And he was pleased to find

tiques

that the Professor

was already acquainted with

several

of the more important ones.

When

curred to him that this was an opportunity, which might
never recur, of making known to the highest power in
the country the fate of the lost manuscript, and thereby,
perhaps, gaining an order for further research in the

He

began

his account.

The

Prince listened

with evident excitement; while cross-questioning him
about it, he drew him further from the company and
seemed so entirely engrossed in the affair as to forget
the hunting. The master of the hounds, at least, looked
at his

watch often and spoke to the proprietor of the
which the Prince seemed to take in his son-in-

interest

At last the Prince closed the conversation:
" I thank you for your communication. I value the

law.

shown me. If I can be of
any use to you in this matter apply directly to me and
should you happen to come into my neighborhood, let me
know. It would give me pleasure to see you again."
When che Prince passed through the hall to the carriage he stopped and looked round.
The master of the
hounds gave the proprietor a hint. Use was called
and again made her obeisance, and the Prince in few
words thanked her for her hospitable reception. Before
the carriage had disappeared from the farm-buildings
;

the Prince again looked back to the house, and this
ity was fully appreciated.

"

He

interest,"

civil-

turned quite round and gave a look of peculiar
said one of the laborers' wives, who had

placed herself with the working people near the evergreen arch by the barns.

and

All were contented and rejoiced in the graciousness
civility which had been given and received in good

Use praised the Prince's attendants, who had
so easy; and the judicious questions of
the Prince had pleased the Professor much; and when

part.

made everything

the proprietor returned in the evening, he related how
well the chase had gone off, and that the Prince had

spoken most kindly to him and had wished him joy of
his son-in law before everybody.

The

day that the maiden was to pass in her
She went with her sister Clara
down to the village, stood by the window of the poor
Lazarus, stopped at every house and committed the
poor and sick to the care of her sister. Then she sat a
long time with the Pastor in his study. The old man
father's

last

house came.

held his dear child by the hand and would not
go.

On

let

her

departing, he gave her the old Bible which his

wife had used.
" I meant to take it with me to my last abode," he
said, " but it will be better preserved in your hands."

When Use returned she seated herself in her room
and the maids a«d workwomen of the house entered one
She took leave of each of them sepathem once more of what each had
most at heart, gave comfort and good advice, and a
small keepsake from her little store. In the evening
she sat between her father and lover. The tutor had
taught the children some verses; Clara brought the
after another.

the Prince, in conclusion, asked the Professor

whether he belonged to this country, Felix answered
that accident had brought him here.
It suddenly oc-

residence.

confidence which you have

rately and spoke to

bridal wreath, and the

dian angel ; but

little

brother appeared as a guai"-

when he began

his

speech he burst out

sobbing, concealed his head in Use's lap and would not

be comforted.

When

at

bed-time they had

all

left.

Use

time sat in her chair in the sitting-room.

for the last

When

her

handed him a candle. The
father put it down and paced up and down without
speaking. At last he began:
" Nothing shall be changed in your room and when
you return to us you shall find it as you left it. No one
father prepared to retire, she

:
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your brothers
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All was strange and cold and
was an endless tumult. Use felt in her dwelling as if

scanty account of them.
all

row to enter upon a life which is unknown to us both.
Good night, my beloved child; Heaven's blessing upon
Be brave, Use, for
you. God guard your noble heart.

she were on a small island in a stormy sea, and this strange
life caused her much anxiety.

life is full of trials."

Use,

her to him and she wept quietly on his

But, however gigantic and noisy the town seemed to
it was at bottom a friendly monster; nay, it fostered
perhaps, rather than otherwise, a secret inclination to

following day the morning sun shone through

poetic feelings and to private courtesy. It was true that the
stern burgomasters had given up the custom of welcom-

wooden church upon the place
was surrounded by a

ing distinguished strangers with wine and fish, but still
they sent their first morning greeting through their

He drew
breast.

The
the

windows

of the old

Again

before the altar.

Use's head

man

heavenly radiance and the countenance of the

whose hand the old Pastor laid

The

with happiness.

workwomen

that of his favorite

children of

the house and the

of the farm strewed flowers.

her wreath and

veil,

into

beamed

stepped over the

last

Use, with

flowers of the

From the arms of her
and sisters, amid the loudly expressed blessings of
Frau Rollmaus and the gently-murmured prayer of
the old Pastor, her husband helped her into the carriage.
Another hurrah from the people, one more glance at
her old home, and Use pressed the hand of her husband
and clung closely to him.

winged prot^g^s, which had already delighted Use's
father.
The pigeons flew round Use's window, crowded
against the panes and picked at the wood till Use strewed
some food for them. When Gabriel removed the breakfast, he could not refrain from taking some credit to

garden, looking heavenward.

himself:

futher

" I have for some weeks scattered food before this
window, thinking it would be agreeable to you to see

them."

And when Use looked
ued ingenuously
"

For

came

CHAPTER
leaves

were

falling in the

woods around the city.

the passers-by,

wagons

rolling

However long she looked
were always new people and

and loud voices quarreling.
out of the

unknown

window, there

many
many poor

faces,

other hand,

beautiful equipages and, on the

people.

Use thought

that every

wore fashionable attire must be a person
of distinction, and when she saw a shabby dress she
thought how heavily life pressed upon the poor here.
But all were strangers to her; even those who dwelt
passer-by w^ho

watch her proceedings on all sides, had
intercourse with her, and if she inquired concern-

near, and could
little

gratefully, he contin-

when

the country, and

to the barracks I shared

But the town took care

CITY.

Use stood at the window thinking of her home. The
wreaths over the door v^^ere faded, the linen and clothes
were stowed away in the presses, her own life glided on
so quietly, while all around her was noise and bustle.
Her husband was fitting in the next room over his
work; no sound but the rustling of the leaves as he
turned them penetrated through the door and at times
the clattering of plates in the kitchen which was close
by. Her dwelling was very pretty, but hedged in on
all sides; at one side the narrow street; behind was
the neighboring house, with many windows for curious
eyes; toward the wood, also, the horizon was shut in by
grey trunks and towering branches. From the distance,
the hum and cries of the busy town sounded in her ear
from morning till night; above were to be heard the
tones of a pianoforte, and on the pavement, without
ceasing, the tread of

came from

him

my

rations

I first

with a strange

poodle.''

XIII.

THE FIRST GREETINGS OF THE

The

I also

at

ing individuals, the inmates of her house could give but

that other birds should be-

come

intimate with the lady from the country.

very

first

day that Use went out alone

pleasant walk, for
fore the

s,he

could scarcely

resist

showy shop windows, and she

On

the

was an un-

(it

stopping be-

when

colored

people looked boldly in her face), she had found some
poor children in front of a confectioner's, who looked
longingly through the windows at the pastry; this longing look had touched her and she entered and distributed

cakes

among

them.

noon there was

Since then,

it

happened

a slight ringing at Use's door,

children, in tattered clothes, produced

empty

that every

and

cans,

little

which

were filled and carried home, to the great vexation of
Herr Hummel, who could not approve of such encouragement to rogues.
\V tieu list, uii Lhc cvtuiiig of lier arrival, was taken by
her husband into her room, she found a beautiful cover
spread over her table, a masterpiece of fancy work, and
on it a card, with the word "Welcome." Gabriel stated
The
that Fraulein Laura had brought this present.
first visit, therefore, on the following morning was made
When Use ento those who occupied the lower story.
tered the sitting-room of the Hummel family, Laura
sprang up blushing, and stood embarrassed before the
Professor's wife; her whole soul went out to the stranger,
but there was something in Use's demeanor that inspired
her with awe. Ah the much longed-for one was undoubtedly noble and dignified, even more so than Laura
!

and she felt herself so very insignificant
and awkward that she shyly received Use's warm thanks
had expected

;

—

—

;
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and drew back some steps, leaving it to her mother to
do the talking. But she did not weary of gazing at the
beautiful

woman and, in imagination,

with the

finest

adorning her figure

costumes of the tragic stage.

PUBLISHED EVERT THURSDAY BY

mother that she would like to
make the return visit alone, and on the first suitable day
stole upstairs in the twilight hour with beating heart,
yet determined to have a good talk. But, as accident
vi^ould have it, immediately after her arrival the Doctor
entered, disturbing the peace, and consequently there was
nothing but a fragmentary conversation, and hackneyed
forms of speech which were very unsatisfactory. She
took leave, angry with the Doctor, and dissatisfied with
herself because she had found nothing better to say.
Since then the new lodger upstairs became an object
of incessant and secret adoration to Laura. After dinner
she placed herself at the window, watching for the hour
when Use went out with her husband. Then she watched
her from behind the curtains with admiration. She would
often flit over the hall-way and about the door of the
lodgers; but when Use appeared in the distance she
would hide, or if she met her she would make a deep
courtesy and, on the spur of the moment, could only
think of ordinary things to say. She was much troubled
lest her pianoforte playing might disturb her, and inquired at what hours it would be least annoying to her;
and, one day when that nuisance of a red dog had snarled
at Use and had maliciously bitten into her dress, she was
so angry that she took her parasol and drove the mon-

Laura declared

down

ster

stairs.

In her mother's
it

her

in

own
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